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• If your cabinet is made to suit the minimum internal sizes the bin 
frame will fit snugly in the cabinet and allow easy installation. 
These dimensions can be found on our website on each product’s 
Download Brochure link.

• If your cabinet width is greater than the minimum internal width 
and you are mounting a drawer front then you need to centralise 
the bin frame in the cabinet.

• If you’re fitting a handle type, you need to fix to the opposite side 
of the cabinet to the door hinges or a minimum of 25mm from 
hinged side of cabinet.

NOTE:  Please refer to Tanova Waste Solutions catalogue for internal dimensions.

1. 
With your cabinet upside down (fig.1) position the bin frame as shown 
with a minimum clearance of 2mm back from cabinet front (fig.2).

NOTE: If the system is a 
Push to Open unit, 5mm 
of clearance must be 
maintained between 
back of drawer front and 
cabinet (including bump 
stops if fitted).
Bringing assembly flush 
with the front of the 
cabinet will achieve this.

Fig. 1 Fig. 2
IMPORTANT: Minimum 
clearance  of 2mm from  
the front of the cabinet.

2mm
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2. 
Ideally you will fasten the bin frame through the top and side dimples to 
provide excellent stability. To get access to all the dimples you may need to 
extend the bin carriage as shown (fig.3 and fig.4).

3. 
If you’re installing a handle type just fit the buckets into the bin carriage 
and you are done.

4. 
If you have a set of marking jigs go to step 5. If not measure off the fixing 
points and mark on back of door then go to step 6.

5. 
To mount your drawer front with marking jigs, insert the jigs as shown 
below and position your front panel then give the front a bump wit your 
hand to mark the screw positions on the reverse side of the door (fig.5).

Fig. 3
Secure bin to top 
of cabinet.

Fig. 4
Secure bin frame to cabinet  
sides through runner and dimples.

Fig. 5
Insert marking jig into top two slots 
and turn 90˚ to lock in place.
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6. 
Now pre drill a 2-3mm hole in the centre of your marks and fit drawer front to 
bracket, tighten gently.

7. 
Close bin drawer and check alignment, adjust and insert remaining 4 screws.

8. 
Check alignment again and adjust.

9. 
Now fasten the two remaining screws into lock off points to prevent drawer 
front movement.

10. 
Insert bins and you’re ready to go.

11. 
Bags can be fitted (optional), just raise handles and place bag liner in bin and 
around the rim, now lower handles to hold bag open and firmly in place.
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Fig. 6

Adjustment slots

Lock off points


